
improves things. But this is 
still the area I wanted your 
advice on. Would it be 
possible or practical to 
replace the output capacitors 

With a little tweaking to bring them 

up to date, Sugden's CS I 

pre-amp and AS I power amp can 

sound impressive. 

with better-quality modern 
components? 

My second question 
concerns my CD player 
which is an Aura CD-50. As 
you know the standard CD 
output is 2V and this is 
enough to drive the power 
amp directly without the help 
of a pre-amp. Can you give 
me a design using a minimum 
of components, say a volume 
pot, perhaps an Alps, and a 
few resistors to match 
impedances, or is this too 
simplistic? 

Following your advice I 
have used Brasso on all the 
sockets - as you can imagine 
they were unbelievably dirty 
after 25 years. The difference 
was amazing! I've also p!Jt the 
amp as close to the 'speakers 
as possible and then bi-wired. 
Both these changes gave a 
better sound. My main 
source is a Rega Planer 3 

with the original S-shaped 
tone-arm. 
Mike Noble 

Silksworth, 

Sunderland. 

After 25 years' use the 
output caps on the power 

amp are likely to be in a 
real state - electrolytics 
aren't like wine, they don't 
improve with age. You 
could really push out the 
boat and go for a pair of 
Elna Cerafine caps which 
can be bought from either 
Maplin or Electromail. 

HI-FI WORLD SUPPLEMENT 

These could then be 
bypassed with smaller 

value polypropylenes (say, 
one at about 10uF and one 
at 1uF for each Cerafine). 

NEW 

Audio-Links, tel: 01724 
870432). With these mods 
in place your Sugdens 
should sound superb. JM 

BLAST FROM THE 

PAST 

In response to Matt 
Rowland's letter published in 
Supplement No28 (April) 
about KT6 I valves and the 

f ILIEA.IKj 

lines, GEC must have been 
anxious to phase out the 
'obsolescent' members of the 
KT range since the well
known 'Approach To Audio 
Frequency Amp Design' 
relegates KT6 I to a brief 
mention whilst EL84, a 
miniaturised near-equivalent, 
is plugged unmercifully! Leak 
himself later produced the 
TLI 2+ amp which uses EL84 
in an otherwise very similar 
circuit to the TLI 0. 

What Matt's enquiry 
really highlights is the growing 
difficulty in servicing 
equipment not 'dead-centre' 
in the mainstream of vintage 
audio. Looked at 
uncharitably, the suppliers 
seem to have no problems 
with components still 
manufactured or those so 
plentiful that you can 

"Point One Plus" Pre-amplifier TL/12 Plus Power Amplifier 

As the EL84 power pentode replaced the KT6 I, so the TLI 0 was phased out and the TL 12+ introduced. 

These should prove a 
massive improvement over 
the caps currently resident 

in your Sugden. 

CD players are 
designed to be able to work 
into impedances as low as 
10kohm so the Sugden 
C51's 50kohm impedance 
shouldn't prove a problem 
for the Aura. 

If you want to take 
your tweaking a level 
higher, replace the 
Sugden's volume 
potentiometer with a 
better one like Alps' Blue 

or Black ones (prices about 
£15.20 for the former and 
£27.60 for the latter from 

Leak TL I 0 I've a little more 

information to add. 

The TL I 0 is historically 

interesting, being an early 

example of a high-quality, 

commercial ultra-linear amp. 

In choosing the KT6 I for the 

driver stage, Leak no doubt 

adjudged the superiority of 

the beam-power valve for 

audio. Uniquely, the service 

sheet does not give 

alternatives. Although details 

are given for modifications to 

allow use of the 6L6, and it is 

possible to use EL3 3,  6P25 
and CV2938 as alternatives, 

as JM rightly says, they do not 

sound the same. 

Reading between the 

practically find 'em in the 
nearest skip. But just try 
finding the 'rarities', once
common components made 
by the million - where have 
they all gone? I've rung many 
firms ostensibly catering for 
vintage needs and finished up 

doubting my own sanity! 
5Mohm stereo pot? .. 600pF 
5% caps? .. I OOkohm volume
with-mains switch? .. KT6 I ?  . 
. No mate, sorry! 

While I accept the fact 
that large-scale manufacturers 
cannot be expected to slew 

their output for a handful of 

retro-thinking idiots, 

'specialist' ought to imply a 

recognition that many very 
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RI 

Cl 

RJ 
56k 

R I 10010 I� depending on canridg< 

Cl IOOµF1047Qµfd<p<ndio&on""luiredbas.o; 
rollolT 

M.C. Phono Stage 

This RIAA network is wrong 
C2 to C5 = 88nF but should be 
89nF in series with R6 and C6 
to C8 = 29.62nF but should be 
30.55nF in place of C2 toC5 

C2 CJ C4 CS 

C6 
22n 

C8 

820p 

R8 
2.2k 

C2 10 O 22n C7 OV 

6.8n 

Even if the capacitors were in their correct positions the values are slightly 
incorrect so why not use a single 30nF for C6 to C8 and 3x 30nF for C2 toC5? 

By changing ICs to an OP37 and an OP604 our solid-state phono stage can be operated from power supplies with a higher output 

voltage than the specified +/-1 SV. 
It looks like R6 was chosen first and x88nF is near the required 318µs - R4||R5 should be 24.55kΩ but 33kΩ for R5 would be more 
accurate - why have these mistakes not been corrected since Apr.1994 and why are they published here again by Noel Keywood? 

worthy bits of equipment A STEP UP decided to rewire my Rega If you want to go beyond 
pre-date the preferred-value After many years of relying using van den Hui internal the standard Alps' blue 
system that covers on the MM stage of my Hafler arm wiring, taking the and black potentiometers, 
components. Such items pre-amp and Lentek MC opportunity to fit a socket at there's a couple of options. 
might just be worth the odd stage for amplification of an the base of the arm so that The first is Panasonic's For 
limited-batch, premium-price Audio Technica AT-FS (now various leads could be Audio pot from Audio-
production run. the last one of a batch bought plugged in. As a result of this Links (tel: 01724 870432) 

I can foresee this letter cheaply when the model was the silver-plated copper leads which sells for £64. 
drawing a righteously discontinued) I bit the bullet from the arm were soldered Alternatively, AudioCom 
indignant response from the and decided to have a go at direct to the PCB so as to stock Danish Audio 
new SE class-A-only school; building your disc pre-amp. have as few connections as Contact's CT1 switched 
the new-style circuits are It has been constructed possible. attenuator, which is built 

admittedly superb and it is on a budget of less than £45 On first powering up the up from surface-mount 

indeed unfortunate that high- using components available phono stage its sound was resistors. We hope to 
end makers were side- from Maplins and the results fine but there seemed to be review the CT1 within the 
tracked by Ultra-Linear are stunningly solid, with real too much gain and at high next couple of months. JM 
working and whacking attack and tonal colour to the levels there appeared to be 

negative feedback as 'the way           music overload. So R7 was replaced 

forward' all those years ago. Fortunately the Hafler with 470 ohms to reduce gain 

They did, however, manage was designed to have its own through IC2 by about I 2dB 

to produce some very optional internal MC stage (there is still really too much 

charming sounding amps with power supply capacity gain for many cartridges) but 

which are certainly well for it. Unfortunately it's it is quiet with no discernible 

worth preserving. +/-1 SV so the ICs used had hiss. 

to be able to withstand the Thanks for an excellent 

higher supply voltage. I project. I can now hear every 

settled on the OP37 and instrumental line of my old 

OPA604 op amps, which, Captain Beefheart LPs 

according to the Maplin projected with superb clarity! 

catalogue, are capable of My listening extends to Jazz 

running off up to +/-20V and and 20th-century Classical 

As I listen to these old 

fossils of a vanished audio 

civilisation, I wonder if I and 

any other users should really 

be obliged to scrabble for 

ever-dwindling supplies of 

KT6 I and (for God's sake!) 

57kohm resistors, not to +/-24V rails. and the overall effect is much 

mention pots with 3/16in. The circuits were built on the same for all genres - the 

shafts. Perhaps I am insane! Maplin's plugblock YR87U, impact on the likes of Varese 

Be that as it may, I still don't one per channel, and the is stunning! 

want to compromise the gear whole housed in their PS - The Hafler has an 

for want of such a little thing aluminium extruded box Alps volume control with 

as a non-preferred wire- YNS I F  (there is no sign of improved socketry and 

wound! any RF interference or hum). capacitors and will probably 

(System: two Leak TL I Os, The circuit boards were laid soon be fitted with better 

Vari-slope stereo, Lenco 

L75 ... God! What a loony!) 

Richard White 

London. 

out with the assistance of 

TurboCad. 

Because of the greyness 

of the previous sound I had 

switching! 

L. Hopkins 

Billesley, 

Birmingham. 
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RIAA HEAD-AMP 

RIAA Head-Amp 
• • •  lor our Hne leYel preampHf•er. In Part I of •h•s wo pan an•cle Dom•n•c Baker 

descnbes •he •heory beh•nd •he RIAA curYe and our cho•ce of •npm de••ce. 

Demand for a phono input on our pre
amplifier has forced us to design one 
sooner rather than later. Knowing we are 
- er - shall we say 'keen' on valves, you 
may be surprised to see an apparent 
heresy being committed in this project: 
there isn't a valve in sight (at least until 
part 2). We've used a silicon chip. 

Electric shock therapy hasn't yet turned 
our brains into quivering jellies, 

much more than an NE5534 or TL072. 
We chose to use the Analogue Devices 
AD797, because it has a good reputation, 
but it costs 0.40. That's roughly seven 
times more than the norm. 

Of course, after manufacturer and 
dealer margins have been added, the l 1 
chip accounts for around £2.25 of the 
retail price, whilst our choice represents 

making us as happy with a TL072 
(that's a swear word) as an EF86. 
Silicon chips are only bad news for 
audio because the industry insists 
on using the very cheapest capable 
of an acceptable measured 

3180µs 
+20d8 �--.,,__...,,50Hz 

··· ... 

+10d8 

OdB 
75µs 

318µ5_--..�2120Hz 
500Hz ·· ... 

the big difference. So there's evidence to 
show that a good audio chip is more than 
acceptable for hi-fi and that all chips 
cannot be condemned equally. 

There's one last but not inconsequen
tial reason for using a chip: lack of noise. 
The quietest valves are very quiet but 
sadly, modem low noise chips can be 
quieter. For a moving coil stage they are 

essential; for a moving magnet 
stage they are still appreciably 
quieter than a valve. 

WHY EQUALISATION 
The difference between any line 
level source and a record deck is 
that the latter does not have a flat 
frequency response. This is not a performance, to wit: TL072 & 

NE5534. Slaves to simple audio 
theory love these things, as do 6dB/Octave 

fault. LPs are equalised before 
being cut. On playback they need 
to be corrected, to sound right. 
and this is done by what is known 
as 'RIAA correction' in the disc 

those who equate penny pinching 
with making a profit. Opening up 
£600 amplifiers to find them 

-10d8 

populated with SOp chips makes us 
groan. 

20Hz 50Hz 500Hz 1kHz 10kHz 20kHz stage. 

So why did we go and use a 
FREQUENCY (Hz LOG SCALE) 

chip? Because there's no underlying The RIAA equalisation curve. 
reason for their apparent sonic 
mediocrity and, indeed, making the l 16. That's how the bean counters see it, 
perfect audio chip seems to be something but to the DIYer, this sort of cost inflation 
of a challenge for the maJor chip manufac
turers; they do try hard to offer something 
special, but their efforts seem largely 
ignored because for many manufacturers 
price takes precedence over sound 
quality. Numerous well specified audio 
chips are available, but all of them cost 
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is avoided. 
The two best sounding disc 

preamplifiers we know are the Michell lso 
and the Deltec (now DPA) disc preamp -
and both use silicon chips. However, both 
also use specialised, high quality chips -
not standard industry fodder. And that is 

Equalisation is in effect an engi
neered frequehcy response, 
designed to overcome innate 
difficulties met when cutting 

grooves with a 'constant velocity' cutter. 
The record is given treble boost and bass 
cut. The bass is cut on the record because 
if it was recorded at full level, the grooves 
would be so large that playing time would 
be reduced and cartridges would struggle 
to track. The treble is boosted to increase 
the signal to noise ratio. At high frequen
cies the grooves in the record would be 
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so small that the signal would be affected 
greatly by dust, scratches and surface 
roughness, or noise. Boosting the treble 
decreases these effects by increasing the 
size of the grooves, improving the signal 
to noise ratio and 

package) package (I hope this means 
something to some of the keener 
enthusiasts) and is the lower grade of the 
two. 

For lowest noise, shortest signal paths, 

INPUT 

RIAA HEAD-AMP 

have both I OQ and I OOQ loads to match 
low and high output moving coils respec
tively. Resistors in the feedback loop give 
the necessary time constants, as specified 
by RIAA, and harmonised in all national 

standards. Note that the 
equalisation curve was reducing noise. In 

addition, this means that 
the size of the grooves OUTPUT 

derived by the Recording 
Industry Association of 
America and all other 
standards merely echo it. 
The curves are defined by 
R/C time constants: 

stays within sensible 
limits, rather than 
ranging from very large 
to very small. This allows 
cartridges, arms and 
record decks to be 
optimised more closely. 

The disc preamplifier 
must correct the 

Cartridge 
load resistor Gain setting 

resistor 

RIAA 

3 I 80µs gives the bass 
characteristic, 3 I 8µS the 
midband characteristic 
and 75µS the treble 
characteristic. 

equalised characteristic 
of an LP, by cutting 
treble and boosting bass 
by precisely the same, 
but inverse amount to 
the boosts applied 

POWER SUPPLY DECOUPLING OFFSET TRIM 

R7- 20K 
DISTORTION NEUTRALIZATION 

The gain of the 
circuit is set to give 
enough input signal 
headroom to avoid 
overload when the circuit 

+15V �C8,9-0.47µF 

C6,7 -0 1µF ::£ 3ii1 l 
-15V � � 

� 

-15V -4 
®-II-@ 

CS 
50pF 

during recording. It must 
also amplify the weak signal provided by a 
pickup cartridge, so both equalisation and 
gain are needed. This is the special role of 
the phono stage and why it is so different 
from any other input. 

GAIN STAGES 

Not only is a record cut with an equalised 

and highest quality, we have chosen to use 
the surface mount AD797BR version. 
Surface mount components are miniature; 
resistors and capacitors are a few millime
tres long, have no component leads and 
are soldered directly to copper cladding of 
a circuit board. The short component 

is driven to deliver its full 
output of around I OV-

l 2V rms. The required input overload 
headroom value for moving magnet is 
SOmV minimum at I kHz, 80-1 OOmV being 
common enough in commercial amplifiers. 

USING THE AD797 

(non-flat) frequency response, 
but the cartridges that read them 
have a very low signal output. In 
the case of a low output Moving 
Coil cartridge, output is around 
17,000 times less signal than a 
CD player. We have chosen to 
apply gain in two stages for this 
design. A very special, ultra low 
noise, ultra low distortion op

AD797 PIN CONNECTIONS 

The AD797 is a very high quality device 
with noise figures considerably lower than 
most normal precision audio devices. It 
requires special care to get the best 
results. The power supply must be 
bypassed by two small capacitors that 
must be mounted within Smm of the chip. 
Surface mount is ideal for this as the 0.1 µF 
and 0.47µF bypass capacitors on each 
supply line can be jammed right up against 
the AD797.  –  A good ground is required

amp is used for the first gain stage and the 
RIAA correction curve equalisation. This is 
the first part of the design, the second gain 
stage and the power supply will be in Part II. 

At the stage of writing this I have built 
a solid state second gain stage and am 
about to do a valve alternative so that we 
can listen to the difference and see which 
is best. A solid state op-amp was chosen 
for the front end because it has low noise 
and distortion. Additionally, I have never 
been impressed by the sound of valves 
used as gain stages in pre-amplifiers, they 
seem to have a closed in sound, rather 
than the openness found in the better 
solid state phono amps, but perhaps this 
was more a reflection of the way they 
were designed than of valves themselves. 

THE CIRCUIT 

The RIAA equalisation and the first gain 
stage are both handled by one device. 
This is a super high quality precision 'op
amp' (operational amplifier) made by 
Analogue Devices. The AD797 is available 
in two grades, A and B, and three 
different package varieties. The easily 
available version, the AD797 AN, comes in 
the standard 8-pin dip (dual in-line 
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leads on normal resistors etc. act like little 
aerials standing up on the circuit board, 
receiving RF noise. For lowest noise they 
should be avoided - a benefit of surface 
(SMD or Surface Mount Device) mount. 

For lowest noise the feedback compo
nents have to be made as low as possible, 
but consideration to load drive and power 
consumption must also be given. As gain 

The signal from the cartridge must first 
be correctly loaded. For Moving Magnet 
(MM) cartridges, the correct load is 
around 220pF total capacitance, including 
around I OOpF for arm signal leads, in 
parallel with a 47kQ resistor. For Moving 
Coil (MC) capacitance isn't needed and 
resistance of around I OOQ is favoured by 
many manufacturers, but it is useful to 

is increased distortion at high frequencies 
increases with most op-amps. The AD797 
however, provides an effective method of 
cancelling this distortion. For the circuit 
and values we are using, this is simply 
done by connecting a SOpF capacitor 
between pin 8 and the output. 

Part II follows next month with the full circuit 
diagram and details of a kit of parts available 

from Hi-Fi World ?

Low Noise Op-Amps 
Device 

AD797AN 
OPA620KP 
NE5534 
LM833N 
MC33078 
OPA21 I IKP 
OP275GP 
TL071 

Manufacturer eN Type 
(equivalent input noise) 

Analog Devices 0.9nV/.;/Hz Single 
Burr-Brown 2.SnV/../Hz Single 

Various 3.SnV/../Hz Single 
Motorola 4.SnV/../Hz Dual 
Motorola 4.SnV/'1Hz Dual 

Burr-Brown 6nV/../Hz Dual 
Analog Devices 6.SnV/../Hz Dual 

Texas I 8nV/'1Hz Single 

Price 

0.41 
£10.23 
£1.04 
£;1.30 
£1.50 

£10.75 
£2.10 
£0.51 
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DIY PHONO HEAD 
AMPLIFIER - PART2 

Andy Grove - our in-house designer - builds a phono head amplifier for the 
enthusiast, while Robert Wiison listens. 

The first, introductory part of this project, 
published in Supplement No6 
accompanying the December issue, was 
structured around a basic prototype 
phono stage. In this second part we 
decided that the final design deserved to 
be a little more complex, since the 
increase in price was likely to be 
acceptable to most readers. As a result 
two Integrated Circuits (silicon chips) are 
used in this final version to give better 
network isolation and improved 
interfacing. 

To make the project more suitable to 
experimenters, we also decided to use 

chip sockets, which are frowned upon, 
rather than surface mount devices. 
However, having chosen the most 
suitable IC for your own purpose - MM 
or MC - it is advisable, ultimately, to use 
a surface mount package for best sound 
quality. 

The original purpose of this project 
was to provide a very l ow n oise preamp 
for moving coil cartridges, since most MC 
stages hiss audibly.  However, by using 
sockets, an IC suitable for MM cartridges 
can be plugged i n a s a n alternative. This 
broadens the project's appeal and gives a 
lot of scope for experimentation. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
The phono stage uses two Op-Amps as 
gain blocks, with a passive R.l.A.A. 
equalization network placed between 
them. This configuration isolates the 
sensitive network from the outside world, 
avoiding any interference. 

IC I is configured to have a gain of 
561; IC2 has a gain of 23, but there is a 
loss of about -20dB (the signal is reduced 
by ten times) through the equalization 
network, so the overall gain is 
approximately 1300. 

R I is the cartridge loading resistor. 
Here it is set at I OOil, but some moving 
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RI 

+ Cl 

R3 
56k 

M.C. Phono Stage 

C2 C3 C4 C5 

PHONO HEAD AMP 

R8 
2.2k 

-15V 

OV 
R I I 00 to I OOO depending on cartridge 

C2 to C5 22n C7 
6.8n 

Cl IOOµF to 470µF depending on required bass 
roll off This RIAA network is wrong ~ With R6 = 3.57kΩ  C6—C8 should 

be 89nF ~ not C2—C5 which should be 30.55nF ~ Even if the 
capacitors were in their correct positions the values are slightly 
incorrect so why not use a single 30nF for C2—C5 and 3x 30nF for 
C6—C8 which would be no less accurate ?

240Va.c. 

Input 

Rl 

Power Supply

a.c. + CIO 

B.R.l 

a.c. - C II 

R2 

Output 

Op-Amp used as a 
non-inverting 
gain block. 

Reg. I 
+15V 

MC78Ll5 

2200u c 12 470u 
35V 25V 

ov 
2200u c 13 470u 

35V 25V 

MC79Ll5 
-15V 

Reg. 2 

Parts List 

R l  .............. 10-100 C7 ............. 6.8nF 
Rl .............. 100 C8 ............. 820pF 
R3 ............. .56k C9 ............. 2.2µF 
R4 .............. 100k C I 0/ I I ... 2200µF/35V 
RS ............. .33.2k C12/13 .. .470µF 
R6 .............. 3.57k 
R7 .............. I OO IC l ............ AD797 
R8 .............. 2.2k IC2 ............ AD743 
R9 .............. 220 Reg.1 ........ MC78L 15 
RI 0 ........... 22k Reg.2 ........ MC79L 15 

BRI .......... .DF08 

C l  ............. I OOµF-470µF 

Gain= (Rl+R2)/Rl 
C2-5 ......... 22nF 
C6 ............. 22nF 

2 x 33µF/25V + 0.1 µF 
polyester for each IC. 

coil cartridges prefer lower impedances, 
sometimes as low as 30; check your data 
sheet and experiment for best results. 

The circuit shown is for moving coil 
(M.C.) cartridges. If you have a moving 
magnet (M.M.) cartridge, reduce the gain 
of IC I by changing R3 to 5.6k. You will 
also need to change the loading resistor 
to 47k and put a capacitor of around 
I OOpF across the input. Again, a little 
experimentation will allow you to 
optimize the circuit for your cartridge. 

C I gives a lot of D.C. feedback to 
eliminate any D.C. offset at the output of 
IC I , which would be amplified by IC2, 
possibly causing it to latch up. C I also 
determines the low frequency rolloff. A 
larger value of up to around 470µF will 
extend the bass, but it will also allow 
turntable rumble and record warps 
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through in all their glory, causing severe 
cone flap with reflex loudspeakers. 
Reducing the capacitor to I OOuF or even 
47uF will eliminate warps and give a 
lighter, faster bass quality. Try different 
values and assess the trade-off of bass 
depth against cone flap, bearing in mind 
that cone flap won't be a problem with 
sealed-box (infinite baffle) loudspeakers, 
nor will it occur with power amps that roll 
off at low frequencies. 

C I needs to be a high quality 
component because it is in IC I's feedback 
loop. Even super-quality electrolytics like 
Black Gates only cost a few pounds for a 
small component such as this, so it is 
worth the extra expense if you have a 
decent cartridge. 

Next is the equalization network itself. 
The components used here must all be 

high precision components or the 
accuracy of the R.l.A.A. curve will be 
compromised. The values given here have 
been carefully calculated and if high 
precision resistors and capacitors are used 

(I% or better) the R.l.A.A. equalisation 
should be accurate to within +/-0. I dB! You 
will notice that there are resistors and 
capacitors paralleled up all over the place in 
the network. This is to get specific, non 
standard values by using more or less 
standard components. 

IC2 is simply an output buffer with a 
gain of 23. There is a 2200 resistor on its 
output (R9). This helps the op-amp 
remain stable when driving capacitive 
loads, such as cables. C9 stops any D.C. 
from reaching your power amplifier, even 
under a fault condition. R I 0 ensures that 
the output is always held at OV D.C. 

ll 



PHONO HEAD AMP 

We checked several op-amp types for with a OV earth rail. This is fed to two very low voltage noise of 0.9nV/.../Hz, but 
their sound quality and noise. For M.C. regulator ICs to supply the chips with a a current noise of 2pN.../Hz. At low 
the best combination was IC I as AD797 stabilised +/- I 5V supply. impedances the voltage noise will 
and IC 2 as AD743. This combination There is plenty of decoupling around predominate. Moving coil cartridges are 
gave a very crisp and detailed sound, and the ICs themselves to eliminate any very low impedance devices, having a 
low noise. but these ICs are quite parasitic instability. It comprises a 33µF source impedance of just a few ohms, 
expensive. Also, the AD 797 would not electrolytic and a 0.1 uF polyester and a load impedance of up to I OOQ (Q 
be suitable as a front end for M.M .. as I capacitor soldered very close to the IC = ohms). 
shall explain. itself. As impedance rises the current noise 

Although these chips are relatively of a device will start to dominate. Moving 
expensive, you can literally plug in any Voltage Noise or Current magnet cartridges require a load 
good op-amp which has a 741 type Noise? impedance of 47k - around 500 times 
pinout. I tried TL07 I and SSM2 I 3 I ,  but greater than that required for M.C. Here, 
neither had the focus of the I stated earlier that the AD797 would not we need an op amp with low current 
AD797/AD743 combination. Others to be suitable for M.M. use. Why? Because it noise and the AD743 fits the bill nicely, 
try are OP37, NE5534(!) and OPA604, would be too noisy. This may seem possessing a current noise of 6.9fN.../Hz, 
although with these I Cs you may suffer strange because I have recommended it which is about 500 times lower than the 
from noise on M.C. for M.C. which is even more sensitive to AD797. It has a rather poorer voltage 

The power supply is very noise. The reason for this is that the noise of 3.2nV/'1Hz which is 3 times 
straightforward. There is a centre tapped AD797 is a bipolar input type, designed higher. This is because the AD743 is a 
transformer and a full wave bridge for use with low impedance signal F.E.T. input op-amp, designed to work 
rectifier to give a raw supply of+/- 20V, sources around the I OOQ mark. It has a with high impedance circuits. 
This article like most in Hi-Fi World has mistakes so read with caution - The main mistake here is with the RIAA equalisation 
network  ~ In the same issue as the first part (Dec. 1993 which somehow led to this non related final part ?) there is a book review 
by Noel Kewood who is keen to point out a mistake by John Linsley Hood relating to equalisation   ~   people in glass houses  ~

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The bandwidth of this stage has been set to 

roll off just above 20kHz, such that droop 
at 20kHz is no more than -0.SdB maximum. 
In practice it is a little less than this, putting 

the -1 dB point out at 37kHz. The idea is to 
make sure as little unwanted information as 
possible above 20kHz gets through to 

subsequent stages, to remove any likelihood 
of transient distortions. Ticks and pops 
typically produce the sort of high level 

supersonic information that may cause 

problems, especially from the peaked-up 
treble response of many moving coil 
cartridges. 

Down at the other end of the spectrum 

lies another consideration. Extend gain 
downward to SHz or so, as many Japanese 
designers do, and there's no doubt that 
really deep bass will often be audible. 

However, warp signals, which can be very 

large, will also be amplified, causing cone 
flap in reflex loudspeakers in particular. 

Also, drop the arm onto a record clumsily 
and you'll likely slam the cones against their 
end stops. For these reasons the 
International Electrotechnical Commission 

(IEC), who set electrical equipment 
standards, long ago recommended use of an 
extra time constant that rolls off response 
below 40Hz (-I  dB point). This produces 
slightly lean sounding bass in a balanced 

system, but it does cure cone flap problems. 
A disc pre-amp must swing quite a lot 

of volts at its output if it is to possess good 
overload limits. This is generally limited by 
the maximum tolerable. working voltage of 

silicon chips, which is around +/-1 SV on the 
supply lines, giving around I OV rms 
maximum output. In our case, the maximum 
output was 7.SV, which gives a maximum 
input of S.7mV (I kHz), which is perfectly 
adequate for moving coil cartridges. 

These days, amplifiers commonly have 
an input sensitivity of around 200mV-

300mV. 
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When the pre-amp gives 300mV out, or 

enough to fully drive a normal amplifier, it 
has a high input sensitivity of 0.24mV. For 

I V  out, a high level demanded by some 
power amplifiers, the sensitivity figure 
becomes 0.7SmV, which is relatively low. So 
this pre-amp is best used with conventional 
amplifiers; it doesn't have enough gain to 
feed insensitive power amps direct through 
a passive pre-amp. If it had more gain, then 

the overload margin would go down, within 

the common constraint of a +/-1 SV chip 
supply voltage. 

The pre-amp was meant to give low 
hiss with a low output moving coil 
cartridge. To do this, it must have an 
equivalent input noise of 0.1 µV or less 
(using CCIR noise weighting to measure 

hiss alone). The actual noise figure achieved 
measured 0.09µV, comfortably within the 

standard I use as acceptable for hiss to be 

all but inaudible at a distance from the 
loudspeakers, when a low output moving 
coil is used. 

As you can expect from a modern 

silicon chip, distortion was negligible. 
Channel separation depends to some extent 

upon layout, but since cartridges rarely give 
better than 30dB, there isn't a great need to 
get much better in theory and this is borne 
out in practice I find. In truth, poor 

separation often sounds better than good 

separation, since it firms up centre images -

commonly lead singers. However, this pre
amp gives a good 60dB or so separation 

when built well. NK 

DISC (MC) 
Frequency response 40Hz-37kHz 
Separation 62dB 
Equivalent input noise 0.09µV 
Distortion 0.002% 
Gain x l  3 16 

Sensitivity (300mV out)0.24mV 
Overload S.7mV in/7.SV out 

SOUND 

QUALITY 
While I was listening to the Cyrus amp 
our engineer, Andy Groves, came in to 
the listening room and asked for my 
opinion of his phono stage. The front-end 
used was the resident Garrard 40 I /SME 
3 12, but in this case fitted with a 
Goldring Elite moving coil cartridge. The 
first album on the player was the B-52's 
original LP. It came over as incredibly 
fresh sounding. The phonostage has a 
very incisive quality that helps to cut 
through a lot of the grunge inherent in 
vinyl replay. the top end is especially 
sharp and crystal clear which leads to a 
very coherent overall picture with a large, 
solid and well defined soundstage. Bass 
reproduction was vivid, the lack of 
euphonic colouration and reduction of 
obvious viny' overhang leads to a vibrant, 
tight and highly enjoyable sound, full of 
life and dynamics. Robert Wilson 

A circuit board and kit of 

parts will be available 

shortly - ring 071-266 

0416 for further details. 
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BOOK REVIEW 

Book Review 
MAPLIN CATALOGUE 

Don't laugh, but this is a review of a catalogue. 
Some people read them in preference to 
Wind in the Willows, War and Peace, or 
Riders. Dominic takes the RS catalogue to bed, 
and is currently ploughing his way through Part 
3, fetchingly entitled 'Mechanical'! 

I've been 'reading' the 1994 Maplin 
Colour Guide to Electronic components, a 
break-your-foot tome that runs to 800 pages. 
It warrants special coverage by us for its vast 
range of components and special, difficult to 
obtain items. It is priced at £2.95, an amount 
that would hardly cover its production cost All 
the same, sensitive to the view that catalogues 
should be 'free', Maplin include discount 
vouchers inside. 

This catalogue runs from specialist period
style radios through home security systems to 
radio controlled gadgets and similar 
paraphernalia, on to huge ranges of specialist 
components. It is the latter that interest us. 
Here's a look at some of the rarer, but 
incredibly useful, DIY parts. 

They have a wide range of steel and 
aluminium cases, including modular assembly 
types, for chassis and amplifier cases. There are 

extension spindles and, something I've not 
seen since my radio building youth, epicyclic 
ball drives, etc. There are lots of nuts, bolts, 
spacers and thingumyjigs that you cannot find 
in the most jumbled of hardware stores, all for 
electronics. 

There's a wide range of test equipment 
multimeters from £8 up, including ones that'll 
read capacitance, inductance and frequency, 
topped out by expensive Flukes and Avos. 
\Ne even noticed a simple audio spectrum 
analyser (acoustic) and a pink noise generator. 

The semiconductor section is huge and has 
plenty of specialised audio items, from the 
ubiquitous 5534, through to super-quiet 
specialised preamp chips like the SSM20 I 6fl. 

There are inductors of all sorts, but curiously 
not separate loudspeaker crossover 
components. However, Maplin have a large 
range of drive units, including Audax glass fibre 
and Kevlar cones, plus wadding and other 
useful materials. There's even a modest range 
of valves and bases, unobtainable in other 
catalogues. And there's a valve amplifier, but 
it's expensive. 

But this isn't important Maplin's stocking 
policy doesn't concentrate only on popular 
items; its a cornucopia of the popular, mixed in 
with the rare and the unobtainable. I'd rate this 
catalogue very highly as one of the best 
publications of its kind. Maplin's huge stocks 
and low prices are pretty impressive. This 
catalogue throws the doors of DIY wide open. 

Available from WH Smith and other 

main Newsagents. 
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by Noel Keywood 

AUDIO AND HI-FI HANDBOOK 

At heart I like giant reference works like the 
Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook, but they are difficult 
to compile and poor ones seem to disappoint 
in direct proportion to their size; I suppose big 
flops are just more obvious than small ones. 

The Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook ( l 40) starts 
off well - and badly - and that's how it goes on. 
Dedicated to Langford-Smith.author of the 
Rodio Designer's Handbook, its editor 
obviously has an eye on this, the best example 
of the breed, .  However, he then personally 
states in the introduction that "the most 
remarkable contribution of the Compact Disc 
was to show how much the record deck and 
pickup had contributed to the degradation of 
music". This is a remarkably contentious 
observation, and it's not the only one. Radio 
designers Handbook assiduously sticks to its 
subject matter and avoids personal political 
comment of this sort. 

However, gaffs, axe-grinding and ill 
considered opinion apart the Audio 
Handbook does have much to offer. For 
example, it has a knowledgeably written 
section on tape recording, a subject which, 
surprisingly, is little understood in Britain. 

There's a good chapter on the subject here, 
even if its author, John Linsley Hood, 

unfortunately claims that equalisation is "the 
subject of much misunderstanding" and, two 
pages on, prints a graph with 120µ5 and 70µS 
record characteristics wrongly identified. 
Whose misunderstanding? In general, the book 
could do with a little less carping and a little 
more diligence directed towards the subject 
matter in hand. 

Variability makes itself known in a 
disappointingly light chapter on Disc 
Reproduction. However, this is balanced by 
unsley Hood's comprehensive coverage not 
only ofT ape Recording. but also of transistor 
amplifier circuitry, a speciality of his. Whilst 

Hood's contributions always contain irritating 
criticism about anyone harbouring different 
views to his own, set in a rigidly conservative 
engineering mould, he does nevertheless 
come up with some good, solid factual 
material and, at times, even some glimmering 
realisation that we might not know everything 
there is to know about human cognition and 
the way it interfaces with electromechanical 
transmission systems. 

Let's go on to loudspeakers. Stan Kelly 
wrote this one and it's very good as far as it 
goes. Do it Yourselfers are not really 
addressed here, nor are modem enclosures 
discussed individually, as reviewer Martin 
Colloms is prepared to do, for example. There 
are basic theoretical explanations of how 
closed and ported enclosures are modelled, 
using a familiar enough approach, a limited 
coverage of crossover design, basic 
transmission line and horn theory. 

I was happy to see a chapter on 
Interconnections, if a little bemused to see it 
written by Allen Momington-West of Quad, 
for Quad have always strenuously denied that 
cables affect the sound. Now the party line is 
that it can all be explained by conventional 
measurement still no acknowledgement of 
our limited understanding of the human 
cognitive process, its sensitivity, its variability 
and our inability to come up with any certain 
rules for correlation between the engineering 
domain and human cognition. This 
incomprehension is summarised by the 
statement that ''The audible performance of 
the cable can be calculated and verified by 
measurement" - calculation and measurement 
can do nothing of the sort. All the same, as an 
engineer, I found this chapter comprehensive 
and interesting in its discussion, even if 
ultimately it was unable to throw light on, for 
example, the disconcerting difference in sound 
between copper cable and solid silver cable, 
past the fact that silver has lower resistivity -
something we all know in any case. 

The final chapter on ''The Future" was, for 
me, unbearably opinionated and of dubious 
value. The constant axe grinding of the editor 
and many of his authors stains this book 
Perhaps as an insider, I'm more aware of this 
than most potential readers though. Standing 
back, I'd say there's enough in the Audio & Hi
Fi Hanbook to make it useful and 
consequently a worthy addition to the 
bookshelf. I'd buy it for unsley Hood's 
contributions alone. But I'd would like to see 
something closer to the stature of Radio 
Designers Handbook, which this is not 

Available from technical bookshops or 

by mail order from Butterworth

Heinemann, contact Sam Hill on, 

Tel: 0865 3 14556. 
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